PROGRAM FORMAT
Developed for full-time students
Degree may be earned in 9 months (one academic year) or up to 15 months as a secondary option
A cohort-based program requiring 32 credits for graduation
Convenient locations —
College Park, Md.

ADMISSIONS REQUIREMENTS
Online application, including resumé, essay and fee
Transcripts from all undergraduate and graduate schools attended
Two letters of recommendation
GMAT or GRE test scores
TOEFL or IELTS scores (if English is not your primary language)

CORE COURSES 27 credits
The following courses are required to complete the degree:
Assessing and Managing Supply Chain Risks
Data Models & Decisions
Exploring the Global Value Chain
Global Economic Environment
Global Supply Chain Management
Global Supply Chain Resources Planning
Global Transportation Management
Negotiations in Supply Chain Management
Operations Management
Supply Chain Strategy
Technology in Supply Chain Management
The Green Supply Chain

ELECTIVE COURSES 3 credits
Select one, based on availability:
Corporate Consulting/Research Projects
Executives in Supply Chain Management
Research in Supply Chain Management
Short Term Study Abroad Program

MAKE A GLOBAL IMPACT
Today’s supply chains are truly global. Demand in emerging markets is a key driver of corporate profit, forcing firms to become more strategic about how they reach those markets. As more manufacturing is outsourced, firms are becoming increasingly savvy about how they move products from the manufacturer to the buyer. These two trends raise the profile of supply chain management and its relationship to the bottom line.

SIMPLY THE BEST
The Master of Science in Business: Supply Chain Management program boasts an outstanding teaching and research faculty that consistently ranks among the top five American universities in research productivity in top-tier logistics, supply chain management and transportation journals. Our curriculum will prepare you to lead innovation that drives business growth, promotes efficiency and helps sustain the planet. You will also gain the relevant, real-world experience that is most sought after by recruiters.

Our Supply Chain Management Center, established in 1998, was one of the first of its kind in academia and is distinguished by state-of-the-art technology. Our Supply Chain Laboratory—one of the most technologically advanced research facilities in the world—trains students in industry-leading supply chain software.

rhsmith.umd.edu/ms/supplychain

The Washington, D.C.-metropolitan region offers a wealth of employment opportunities in private industry, government and the not-for-profit sector. Our campuses are at the heart of it all and helping you make connections with great employers is our goal.
BUSINESS

LET’S GET DOWN TO BUSINESS

THE MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS: SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Position yourself to lead transformative change with the Master of Science in Business: Supply Chain Management degree from the University of Maryland’s top-ranked Robert H. Smith School of Business. Supply chain professionals are sought after in a wide variety of industries, with new and growing opportunities in biotech, cybersecurity and aid logistics.

LOCATION, LOCATION
The Smith School is just 8 MILES from the heart of Washington, D.C.

Confidential Information

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Many opportunities for professional development and networking are available for students throughout the academic year, including events such as:

- The University of Maryland Entrepreneurship Invitational (Cupid’s Cup Business Competition)
- The Emerging Markets Forum, hosted by the Center for International Business, Education and Research (CIBER)
- CEO@Smith speaker series

FINISH IN 9-15 MONTHS

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Our College Park campus is easily accessible from all points throughout the Washington, D.C., metropolitan region.
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AN MS DEGREE IS AN EXCELLENT VALUE — AND AN EXCELLENT INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

- JUMPSTART your job search through the Office of Career Services
- ATTEND career fairs and network with employers
- FINISH in as few as 9 months
- GAIN specialized knowledge and skills and become an asset to any organization

FIND OUT MORE
rhsmith.umd.edu/ms/supplychain
301.405.2559 | masters@rhsmith.umd.edu

Our MS students enjoy a wide variety of social events and community-building activities during their time at Smith:

1. Maryland Supply Chain Management MBA & MS International Week
2. Smithsoninan National Mall Museum Day
3. UMD Homecoming Parade
4. Baltimore National Aquarium
5. NBA Basketball Games
6. Terpzone Bowling & Billiards
7. SMU Diner & Movie Night
8. End-Of-Year BBQ

An MS degree is an excellent value — and an excellent investment in your future.

■ JUMPSTART your job search through the Office of Career Services
■ ATTEND career fairs and network with employers
■ FINISH in as few as 9 months
■ GAIN specialized knowledge and skills and become an asset to any organization

For more than 10 years, Smith has consistently ranked among the nation’s best in intellectual capital by the Financial Times — a testament to our faculty’s thought leadership in the business world.